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The transformation of the Roman world from polytheistic to Christian is one of the most sweeping ideological changes of premodern history. At the center was sex. Kyle Harper examines how Christianity changed the ethics of sexual behavior from shame to sin, and shows how the roots of modern sexuality are grounded in an ancient religious revolution.

I was drawn to this book because for some time I’ve been intrigued by the parallels between the period of late antiquity (roughly the fourth to the sixth centuries) and our own time, which used to be called “postmodern” — though in many ways it might be better called “late modernity.” As the Roman Empire tottered on toward extinction there was similar chaos in the social institutions making up daily life as we can see around us now with increasing frequency. Christians and pagans alike today find themselves struggling to make their way through strange territory without familiar landmarks in household and community. It was Robert Jenson, in his prescient essay in First Things (October 1993) who first called my attention to these parallels: One of many analogies between postmodernity and dying antiquity — in which the church lived for her most creative period — is that the late antique world also insisted on being a meaningless chaos, and that the church had to save her converts by offering herself as the narratable world within which life could be lived with dramatic coherence. Kyle Harper, in his monumental study of sex in ancient Rome, contrasts the sexual habits and proclivities of the “High Empire” with the sexual standards and mores of the early Christian church. More importantly, he shows how the church deliberately engaged its culture pastorally and catechetically. In so doing he provides contemporary Christians much food for thought — and, I would say, a way forward through the sexual quagmire that seems to engulf us increasingly with every passing year. The picture of Greco-Roman sexual culture documented by Harper from his study of ancient literature, art, and jurisprudence is — as you can imagine — complex. Yet the broad brush characteristics emerge: • Men, however, generally didn’t marry until their late 20s or early 30s (middle age in the age spans of the time). • Men who violated married women suffered severe penalties socially and in many cases, legally. • The male sexual drive was expected to be freely indulged within available social parameters. (unmarried women, concubines, male and female slaves) • Married men had fewer social or legal penalties than women for extramarital sexual liaisons (with their concubines or slaves). Sex trafficking, prostitution, and pederasty was rampant — to which society turned a blind eye. • The ancient world had no categories for sexual identity or sexual preference — freeborn males routinely penetrated people of either sex — unmarried women and both female or male slaves. (usually boys ca 15 – 19 years of age) This is the sexual climate in which Christianity took root, and Harper shows how in the space of several centuries the Church moved from a scorned cult to cultural hegemony in matters of sex and marriage. Hence his title “From Shame to Sin.” Here he means social shame, not spiritual shame. His book demonstrates that what the pagan world sought to do to the human sexual drive using social and political pressure, the church accomplished by pastoral care. Yet, as Prof. Harper notes, this was not achieved overnight. Christians then, as today, were strongly influenced by the sexual mores of their pagan culture; what their neighbors accepted, many argued, should also be acceptable within the fellowship of believers. The apostles had their work cut out for them in preserving and fostering sexual purity. Some of the Corinthians were claiming that the emancipatory message of the gospel freed the body from petty moral demands: “All things are lawful for me.” Paul’s response was both sharp and ranging. The body, he insisted, was not made for fornication. The believer’s body was a “member of Christ,” and the member of Christ could not be made “a member of a prostitute.” Paul’s libertine interlocutors espoused a traditional upper-class attitude toward the male body, whose desires were to be balanced by vigilant control but not self-denial. Paul’s response betrays an acute sensitivity to bodily purity. The sexual machinery of the body was something to be protected from contamination, not simply kept in proper balance. Coition was anything but a vacuous physical act without effects beyond the circulation of heat and moisture. “He who joins himself to a prostitute becomes one body with her.” Paul’s demand was simple: “flee fornication.” The stakes were pitched deliberately high, and in an idiom of Mediterranean piety that gentle converts would immediately understand. “The fornicator sins into his own body. Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you?” Fornication was an act of pollution in the sacred space of the Christian body. (91) This book is not an easy read by any means. Yet I commend it to you because it sheds light on how a countercultural movement can have a significant impact within a culture with antithetical sexual values. Professor Harper’s claims are well documented with citations from ancient historical, artistic, and literary sources. Full disclosure: I am a Lutheran pastor. Thus for me the greatest value of Dr. Harper’s work lies in showing how the proper distinction and application of Law and Gospel should be brought to bear individually and corporately on humans who find themselves floundering in a sea of sexual decadence and indulgence. Harper’s third chapter, “Church, Society, and Sex in the Age of Triumph,” I found the most enlightening (and well written — his vocabulary in chapters one and two was excessively obtuse, in my opinion). Here he outlines how the radical teachings of Jesus, Paul, and the other apostles were applied to a populace that had come to expect that women were to be held to stricter standards than men and that the normal human sexual impulse was to be indulged indiscriminately. In contrast, Christianity held that sex was to be constrained within the marriage bed for the procreation and nurture of children and the comfort and aid of the wife, not just the husband. Harper documents that by patient and compassionate, yet persistent and uncompromising pastoral care the early church sought to cleanse men (and women) who had defiled themselves with sexual immorality — and then welcome them (or restore them) into full membership within the body of Christ. Two conclusions can be drawn. First, that Christianity revolutionized the understanding of sexual integrity. Whereas in the old pagan world female sexual virtue had a narrow definition, within the church it encompassed the penitent prostitute. Christianity prized male virginity just as much as female virginity, and although virginity once lost can never be restored, chastity can always be regained by absolution and spiritual cleansing. Do not be deceived: neither the sexually immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor men who practice homosexuality, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. And such were some of you. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God. (1 Corinthians 6:9-11) Secondly, the book shows how early Christians valiantly...
contended for sexual virtue despite the monolithic force of widespread approval for sexual indulgence and decadence. Promiscuity was the norm, and sexual continence was viewed as aberrant. Those who uphold Christian sexual standards today find themselves in a parallel position to our early church cousins: on the outside looking in. To quote Justice Antonin Scalia’s dissent from the Supreme Court’s decision overturning the Federal Defense of Marriage Act (United States v Windsor, 2013), those who hold to sexual standards contrary to the majority view are often treated as hostes humani generis, “enemies of the human race.” Whether our society is coming to its senses in acknowledging the sexual disaster we have experienced in the wake of the sexual revolution is anybody’s guess. One can applaud the recent rush to call out sexual predation by men in power positions. Yet sexual schizophrenia is evident even there. Hollywood women at the 2018 Golden Globe awards, for example, were dressed in black to protest sexual harassment in their industry. Yet men were evidently expected to ignore the tillation of many dresses that openly flaunted female sexuality. The message seems to be “indulge yourself, but only when I say so.” Christianity has a different message — for both men and women: “you were bought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body.” (1 Corinthians 6:20) In short, I found the book encouraging. This is no time for despair. Like the church in late antiquity, the church in late modernity has an eternal gospel to proclaim. We, like them, live in a world of sexual chaos, abuse, and disaster. It is our joyous privilege, like the ancient church, to welcome refugees from a world of hurt to find rest and respite in our midst. Men and women freed from the sins of their past find in Christ cleansing and renewal to live sexual lives in honor and freedom — if unmarried, in abstinent chastity and if married, in faithful conjugal chastity.

Rev. Harold L. Senkbeil, Executive Director

DOXOLOGY: The Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care and Counsel
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